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CLIPBOARD SURVEYING
by Tom Kaye

INTRODUCTION

When I first heard of it, I assumed that surveying with a clipboard was a ridiculously overdone technique

without any real benefit. The thought of using a protractor while drawing in an ordinary sketchbook was interesting
enough to try, however. We were beginning to survey in a small mazey area in a cave were working on at the

time, and it seemed like it would be a good way to get a little more accuracy.

Revelation! The cave passage began to appear in our sketchbook. The drawing wasn't really that much better
than usual, but there was something about the way it looked there on the page that spoke more of the cave's

appearance than the usual freehand sketching would have done. We were hooked, and gradually we all began to
regularly use a clipboard for sketching.

The usefulness in maze situations was immediately apparent. Loops of passages fit together very well and

intersections were much easier to draw. Even in simple trunk passages, we noticed a significant increase in our
attention to detail in the drawing and knew ttrat it was attributable to the angle and distance measurements which
afforded a greater ease in including it.

ADVANTAGES

Intersections, breakdown, and other features can be better drawn and placed in the passage drawing if it is all
done to scale and with accurate angular control. Since you are measuring as you go, you know the size of detail
that your final map scale will allow. Also, passage areas that are relatively lacking in detail are readily apparent

when you know just how big they are. Vertical control is done using foreshortening calculations while drawing.
This is important for the later map drafting stage. The sketcher in the cave is constrained to draw a sketch that
is accurately tied to the level plane. Again, the level of detail is accura0e in this controlled situation.

A lighter advantage of clipboard surveying is that it looks good in process. Surveyors on the trip get instant
feedback on how much the product of their work "looks'like the cave".

Error correction is afforded by the technique since the drawing is no longer semi- independent of the data taken

in the cave. Shot reversals, problems with lengths, and even angular errors are caught by the sketcher while using
the data to make the sketch. Also, the accuracy of the sketch is good enough, and at times successful, for use in
error correction at home if the computer shows that there are data problems.

For the drafting stage, clipboard sketches are convenient to use. The sketches are much closer to the finished
product and fit together well. There is also much less difference between sketches made by different people. There
are few if any scale problems to be worked out at home. Between trips, tie -ins from one trip to the next are easier

to find, since the sketches are more like completed maps and are on larger sheets than those in the usual

sketchbook.

One somewhat surprising thing is that clipboard sketching is easier for a new sketcher to learn than ordinary
sketching. The angle and distance measurements make it much more difficult to draw a distorted (and

disappointing) view of the cave passage. There are few scale problems, even between stations, since the

measurements force accurate spatial relationships.
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MATERIALS

Probably several kinds of clipboards have been used in cave surveying. I have found that the cheap plastic over
cardboard type found in office supply stores to be good for dry caves. The aluminum kincls are of course
waterproof, but they aren't so flexible and could be slightly dangerous to carry. There are many different brancls
of office type clipb<lards, but one simple variation should be noted; only some have a slit in the plastic near the
bottom into which the working sheet can be tucked. The clipboards that do not have this slit could probably be
sliced open for tucking in the bottom of the working sheet.

An essential addition to the clipboard is the white
backing (not needed for an aluminum clipboard). The
white backing provides contrast for drawing on
translucent mylar. I have found rwo kinds of material
fbr this. One is the vinyl report folders also found in
office supply stores. White is about the only good
color, but it is not common. The plastic shoulcl be
fairly thick and hard to provide a good writing surface.
The plastic over cardboard structure of the clipboard
itself is unsuitable, besides being brown or black. The
other source of white plastic backing is the plastic "for
sale", etc. signs found in hardware stores. The better
varieties are opaque enough that you aren't bothered
by the lettering while using the back of the sign.

The white plastic backing should be ruled with
lengthwise lines about one inch (or one ruler width)
apart. These will serve for orienting the protractor
without distracting you in the drawing process. Rule
the backing with a ballpoint pen that has reasonably
indelible ink. Ctipboard Set Up

for Cave Surveying
Use the colorless translucent mylar found in art

supply stores tbr your sketches. The kind with fiosting on only one side is best, since dirt won't stick so easily
on the back side. Although you may be tempted to buy mylar that is conveniently lined with some gricl, you will
find that plain mylar is less distracting while drawing in the cave. The grid lines a.en't like cave pur*g. walls ancl
never seem to be oriented in the right direction! They are also not conclucive to passage cletailing. The simple
vertical ruling on the plastic backing as described above is a good compromise. Be sure to cut the mylar sheets
to size so that they will fit in the clipboarcl and fit inro the tucking slit in the bottom of the clipboard.

Of course, you will want to use a 0.5mm or even a 0.3mm mechanical pencil for your sketching. Be sure to
use the polymer type of "lead" in the pencil, especially if you are going to be sketching in a *"t .aue. A sketch
done with the polymer lead can be washed off with water to get any mucl off without danger of ruining the drawing
if you don't rub it too hard. Erasing is not as easy as with regular leacl, but it works frne if you lic-k your eraser
first.

A small protractor or orienteering compass is a necessary part of the equipment. These are two rather different
instruments for accomplishing the same end. The advantages of the protractor are its extreme cheapness and the
ease witt which it can be carried in the clipboard. The aclvantage of the orienteering compass is ttrat it rloubles
as a ruler and thus provides the advantage of a one- step process in locating the next station.

The protractor should be small so that its center can be placed anywhere within a large area on the working
sheet. It should also be numbered clockwise! Most are not. A few are numbered both ways. If you get one rhat
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is marked both ways, be sure to scratch out the numbers that you don't want to use. I prefer the whole circle type

since I hate to add and subtract. Calculating angle reflections also defeats the shot reversal catching feature of the

system. A good one to get is made by the Sterling company.

If you choose to use the orienteering compass method, be sure the scale along its edge is the one you want.
I like the ones marked in tenths of an inch, but they arerare; most are ruled in eighths of an inch. You will want
one with vertical lines that parallel north. Beware of those whose vertical lines are not fixed. The rotating part
that has the angular measurements should also have a set of parallel lines for map matching. The parallel line part
should be fixed to the part marked in degrees so that they rotate together. The Brunton orienteering compass is

not made that way and it would have to be glued or otherwise fixed for use in clipboard surveying.

If you use a protractor, you will also need a small plastic ruler. Be sure the scale is the one you want. I prefer
tenths of an inch with a slightly larger mark at the half inch intervals. A neat trick which works for a sketching
scale of 25 feet per inch is to use a metric scale. It is close enough (5" off in 10') and the scale is essentially

marked in feet of cave.

We have found that the protractor and ruler should be connected to the clipboard with string. This actually
amounts to another advantage of the protractor and ruler choice over the orienteering compass; they can be tied
to the clipboard. Vertical equipment sewing thread works very well. I tie a bowline loop to one of the cross- arms
of the protractor, thread the string through the clip hinge and make another loop go through a small hole in the

ruler. A good length of string is such that both the ruler and protractor can be tucked into the slit at the bottom
of the clipboard for carrying. Of course you don't want to tie the string through the orienting hole in the center

of the protractor.

Another useful minor addition to the clipboard is an ordinary spring binder clip found in any office supply

store. This can be used to hold the clipboard together while traveling through the cave and can be used to help hold
the mylar in place while drawing.

I add a small vertical foreshortening table to the clipboard. This table can be written
with a pen on the white vertical backing in a corner.

THE PROCESS

The clipboard needs a little extra setup effort when starting the survey. First, draw
match lines on the mylar over a couple of the inked lines on the white backing plastic.
Although the binder clip and the clipboard's clamp will usually prevent movement, this will
provide insurance against a possible rotating cave problem during the survey. Also, you
will want to use some estimation of which way most of the upcoming survey will go when
you establish your start point on the sketch.

If you use a protractor, always orient it parallel to the inked lines on the plastic
backing. One part or another of the protractor will be near enough to one of the inked
lines so that you can orient it parallel to the line. The top of the clipboard is usually
considered North, although it could of course be any direction you choose. Just so you
keep it consistent! (Actually, if you use a protractor, the top of the clipboard could be just
about any azimuth; with an orienteering compass, only North or South are really usable.)
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If you use an orienteering compass, you "dial in" the azimuth, matching it on the mark at the top of the

compass. The movable dial part is the one that has (if you bought the right kind) the parallel lines. After setting
the azimuth on the instrument, place it on the page so that its lines are parallel to those on the white plastic backing.
Then draw the shot line along the edge of the compass that has the proper scale (or just place a dot on the next
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station if you prefer). In order to not make the mistake of using the wrong scale of a two- scale compass, rub one

out with sandpaper or something.

Remember to use the vertical foreshortening table if an inclination is 18 degrees or more.

Using mylar instead of paper, it is easy to transfer a part of a sketch or a cross section to another piece by
tracing it a couple of times. You can also do a nicer job of going from one sheet to another, tracing an overlapping
area onto the next sheet.

DISADVANTAGES

The clipboard method of course adds to the equipment you carry through the cave. We have found that some

sketchers prefer not be burdened with writing down the data in the notebook, leaving that job to one of the other
persons on the team. This may or may not be a disadvantage; there is a person dedicated full time to the sketch,
a critical part of cave surveying. The clipboard method definitely takes a little extra time, depending on the

sketcher's dexterity with the protractor and ruler. There is often some extra communication between the note taker
and the sketcher for reviewing data if the sketcher does not write notes while the compass and tape readings are
made.

CONCLUSION

Clipboard sketching has been very satisfactory for most of those who have tried it. One person did not like
it, complaining chiefly that he prefers to use a varying scale while sketching in the cave. The end user of the

sketches is of course the person who draws the final map. They like clipboard sketching a lot! Locally, clipboard
sketching has become sort of a standard mode. It was also a requirement in a maze cave that we just recently
finished; all surveys in the cave were done using clipbdards. The only way to really see the difference is to try
it yourself!

TILT ERROR IN SUUNTO COMPASSES
SIGHTED WITH THE GLASS ROD CYLINDRICAL LENS

by Roger V. Bartholomew NSS 9349

This study presents the tilt error which occurs when the Suunto Compass is sighted with the glass rod
cylindrical lens mounted on the case for survey sightings having inclination angles from *24.2 to +76.9 deg.

It was observed that when the compass was rolled to the left, the silver of light observed in the glass rod was
seen to move to the right and upward; therefore the compass had to be pointed to ttre right to a false bearing to
realign the compass cursor line with the silver of light observed in the glass rod (figure 1).

For the first series of experiments a light was supported at the ceiling with a white string hanging straight down
from it to a lead weight (figure 2). The Suunto compass was mounted on a device which enabled the compass to
be tilted on the horizonal axis ET-ET' which extends through the eyepiece lens to the vertical string. Also, the
compass was able to be rotated on the vertical axis CA-CA' through the compass drum axis (figure 3) so that the
cursor could be directed to the false position of the sliver of light caused by the tilt error. The zero tilt was
determined with a l-3l8" bubble level placed directly on the clear top of the Suunto compass. The bubble shift
between opposite inner edges of the inner ring is 0.1 deg. The glass rod was stuck on the Suunto case with is
center about 1 inch beyond the compass pivot axis with 1/16" thick foam strip with double sided adhesive. The
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angle position indicalor enabled setting ttre tilt angles to the
nearest 0. I deg.

Readings of the compass bearings were taken for
various tilt angles for each of four different inclination
angles. The errors added to the correct reading versus the
degree of tilt were graphed (figure 4). The slopes of the
four straight lines produced were calculated by a linear
regression program on a'fI55-III and are listed below and
graphed in figure 5.

Inclination Angle Azimuth Error (deg.)
(deg.) per Degree of Tilt

Figure 3

These values point out the rapid rise of the azimuth
error due to tilt of the glass rod at large magnitude
inclination angle sightings. The glass rod is used on the
Suunto case to help point the Suunto compass at the target
light for high inclination angles that the glass rod must be
held level more precisely to avoid greater tilt errors which
point the Suunto away from the target station!

It has been suggested ttrat the compass drum of the Suunto can be used to keep tilt errbr to a minimum by
tilting the Suunto until the tip and bottom edges of the cotnpass drum appear to be parallel with the top and bottom
edges of the Suunto case as seen in the eyepiece. The following data were taken with a tripod mounted Suunto to
compare a drum leveled azimuth with the azimuth of the vertical string as a standard.

+24.2
+45.1
+63.4
+76.9

Inclination Angle
(degrees)

+24.2
+45.1
+63.4
+66.0
+76.9

+0.27
+0.83
+1.79
+3.99

Azimuth of
Vertical String

249.4
242.2
242.5
245.6
238.3

Azimuth with
Drum Irveling

2s0.2
242.7
245.7
245.8
244.8

Difference

+0.8
+0.5
+3.2
+1.2
+6.5

The experiment was rudimentary, but the data indicate that drum leveling causes a variability in the errors
and is not a good control on tilt error. A situation in which the compass drum is not balanced of iocal magnetic
dip will cause the drum itself to be out of level for east/west readings. Some type of leveling device must be added
to the Suunto compass especially for hand held readings, which can be seen along wittr the sliver of light in the
glass rod or seen in the Suunto eyepiece along with the cursor line ancl compass drum.

It is important for every surveyor, who is using the glass rod sight on the Suunto, 0o get a feel for ttre great
magnitude of the tilt generated errors. The best way is to set up a light with a white string hanging down directly
under the filament as in different sightings with various inclination angles and tils using the white string as he
correct aiming point.
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THE TOPO DIGITIZING PROGRAM
OR

USING A DIGITIZING TABLET TO GET CAVE COORDINATES
by Robert Thrun

We have begun using a digitizing tablet, connected to a computer, to get cave coordinates from topographic
maps. The digitizing tablet is a Summagraphics MM 1201 or a Summasketch II, which is a newer model, but
virtually the same. The tablet is about 16 inches square with an active area over 11 inches square. It can read poina
with a resolution of 1000 points per inch. There are many other tablets on the market. Most tablets in this size

range emulate the MM series. The tablet can be found for as low as $350. We read coordinates by putting the

crosshairs of a cursor on a point and hitting a button. The absolute tablet coordinates can be converted to anything
we want by a computer.

The program is simple to use. You trpe a map to the tablet and click on the corners of 22.5 minute section

that is marked on all USGS 7.5 minute topo maps. Give the Norttr latitude and West longitude of the lower right
hand corner of the section. Then click on a point and type a description of the point at the computer keyboard for
as many points as you want on that section. The program gives both the latitude-longitude and Universal Transverse

Mercator coordinates.

The coordinates are repeatable to within .l or .7 arc seconds, which is better than most persons can read

with a draftsmans scale. When I compare the digitized coordinates wittr the marked UTM ticks on the map, I get

a constant bias as much as 7 meters, but the deviation from the mean error is only about 1 or 2 meters. The bias

seems to be due to registration problems in printing different colors on the map.

After having used the tablet and program, I ttrink the method is both faster and more accurate than the old
way of gridding and measuring maps. I am willing to give the program to any caver with a tablet and a need to

read map coordinates.
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INDEX FOR THE COMPASS AND TAPE

george dasher
June 1991

Volume One: Summer 1983 to Spring 1984

Volume Two: Summer 1984 to Spring 1985

Volume Three: Summer 1985 to Spring 1986

Volume Four: Summer 1986 to Spring 1987

Volume Five: Spring 1987 to Spring 1988

Volume Six: Summer 1988 to Spring 1989

Volume Seven: Summer 1989 to Spring 1990
Volume Eight: Summer 1990 to Spring 1991

ALTIMETERS:
Ultimeter: (Ganter) Y3n2p54, (Ganter) Y5n2p44

BIBLIOGRAPHIES:
American Cave Mapping (Torode) V1n4p61
Computer Applications Section Newsletter Index (Hoke) V8n4p23
Index for Compass & Tape Volumes 1-8 (Dasher) V8n4p13

CLINOMETERS:
Error in the OTR Survey Course (Ganter) V4n1p13
Smartlevel evaluation (Bartholomew) V8n3p21
Topofils: (Vesely) V5n3p51, (Ganter) V5n3p55, (Chabert) V6n1p8

COMPASSES:
Autohelm Personal Compass: (Reid) V5n4p68, (BartEolomew) Y6n2p2I
Brunton: Availability (Salika) V5n4p114

Versus Suuntos (Futrell) Y2n4p76
Error in the OTR Survey Course (Ganter) V4nlp13
Mini-Compass (Salika) V3n3p58
Pocket Transit (Banning) Y2n3p73
Suuntos: Analysis of Sighting Error (Neff) V5n3p60

Availability (Ganter) V5n3p62
Cleaning (Webb) V8nlp31
How to Use (Veni) Vlnlp4
Illumination (Market) Y 4n3 &4p5 4
In Wet Caves: (Swicegood) V1n1p6, (Ganter) Y2n2p25
Light Bars (Brod) Y7n2pl3
Maintenance: (I. McKenzie) V5n1p17, (Medville) V5n1p18, (I. McKenzie) V7n3p30
One-Eyed: (Bartholomew) V6n2p16, (Thrun) Y6n2p25
Protection: (Vesely) Y 4n2p3I, (Ganter) Y 4n2p37, (Anonymous) V5n1p 18

Rebuilds (Anonymous) V2n3p70
Returbishing (Veni) V8nlp31
Sealing (Brod) V2n1p19
Self-Damping (Ganter) Vln3p34
Surgery (Ganter) YZnlp4
Tilt error with glass rod lens (Bartholomew) V8n4p6
Tricks (Anonymous) V2n3p62
Two-Eyed (Bartholomew) V7n4p30
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Topofils: (Vesely) V5n3p51, (Ganter) V5n3p55, (Chabert) V6n1p8
"Transit-Survey Myth" (Mixon) V5n1p3
Wrist Compasses (Davis) V3n3p62

COMPUTERS (and Programmable Calculators):
"A Paradigm for Digitized Cave Mapping" (Fogarty) V8n2p3
CAD: (Jelen) V3n4p84, (Nepstad) Y6n2p3, (Ganter) V6n4p3, (Thrun) Y6n4p23
CMAPl3: (Thrun) Y4n2p29, (Thrun) V5n1p11
Cave data language (Park) Y8nIp22
Computer-Aided Maps: (Hecker) V4n1p13, (Anonymous) V4n2p36, (Nepstad) V5n4p114
Computerizing the Cave Map: (Wefer) V7n1p3, (Wefer) Y7n2p3, (Wefer) V7n3p3, (Wefer) Y7n4p3, (Ganter)

Y7 n4p29, (\Mefer) V8n1p3
CMS (Peerman) Y4n2p32
"How to Draft a Cave Map Without Touching a Pen" (Glover) V4n1p19
HP-15C (Heaton) Y2n3p52
Locating Quads from Coordinates (Wheeland) Y3n2p42
Macintosh Graphics from SMAPS (Kilby) Y8n2pI2
Multivariate Models of the Earth's Magnetic Fields (EOS) V5nlpl1
SMAPS: (Dotson) Y4n2p29, (Nepstad) V5n1p12, (Ganter) V6n4p28
Survey Data Bases: (Wheeland) YIn2pI7, (Wheeland) Y3n2p4l
Texas Instruments (Richmond Area Speleological Society) V2n4p81
3-D Cartography: (Schaecher) Y4nIp20, (Breisch) YTnIpZI
Voxels (Breisch) Y7n4p24

DRAFTING EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES:
CAD: (Jelen) V3n4p84, (Nepstad) Y6rQp3, (Ganter) V6n4p3 Erasers (Ganter) Y2n2p7I
Drafting Film: (Ganter) Y2n2p7l, (Groo) V3n2p53
Drafting Pens: (Ganter) YIn2p27, (Swicegood) VIfip29, (Ganter) V2n3p85
Ink (Ganter) V2n2p7I
Laser Printable Adhesive Film for Map L,ettering (Kilby) V8n2p13
Lettering: (Ganter) Y2n2p33, (Ganter) Y2n3p66, (Richards) Y3rOp37, (Ganter) Y3n4p73
"Making Communicative Cave Maps" (Ganter) V4n1p13
Map Coatings: (Ganter) Y2n2p7 I, (Market) V4n1p14
Map Scales (Ganter) V3n3p60
Plastic Grids (Ganter) Y2n2p7l
Pounce: (Ganter) Y2n2p7l, Groo) V2n3p85
Rubber Cement (Ganter) YIn2p27
Spray Adhesive (Ganter) V2n2p7 |
Stickies (Ganter) Y2n2p7 |
Templates (Ganter) Y Ln2p27
Xerox Copiers (Ganter) Vln4p59

DRAWINGS:
Accurate Maps: (Vesely) Y3nlp26, (O'Dell) V3n1p26
Cave Surveyor (Heslop) VSnlcover
Dale Pate (Heslop) V8n4cover
"Gypsum Flowers" (Brooks) YTn2cover
"Helmet and Suunto" (Veve) V3n4cover
"In Case of Fire" (Futrell) V3n4p89
Instrument Reader (Florio-Jefferys) V8n3cover
"Lead Tape" (Heslop) VTn4cover
"Nearing China" (Soukup) Vln1p30
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"Reading the Clinometer" (Heslop) VTn3cover
"Surveying Roppel" (Keeler) Vlnlcover
"Survey Tape" (Anonymous) V7n4p34
"Survey Team" (R. Morris) V3n3p68
"Taping a Long Shot" (Keeler) V2nlcover

ELECTRONICS:
Autohelm Personal Compass (Reid) V5n4p68
'LORAN-C for Cavers" (Reid) V5n1p14
"Pinpointing Cave Locations by Satellite (Wheeland) Y3n3p62
"Surfacing Sensing of Caves": (Ganter) V3n4p87, (Ganter) Y4nlp23
Ultrasonic Rangefinder (Mixon) Y2n2p24
Ultimeter: (Ganter) Y3n2p54, (Ganter) Y5n2p44

HISTORY:
"50 Years of Cave Mapping" (Ganter) V6n2p9
Luray Caverns (Gurnee) V5n1p5, (Lee) V5n1p6, (Collins) V5n1p7, (Hack and Durloo) V5n1p8

HUMOR:
Accurate Maps: (Vesely) V3n1p26, (O'Dell) Y3nlp26
Cave Volume (Devil's Advocate) V2flp30
"In Case of Fire" (Futrell) V3n4p89
"Nearing China" (Soukup) V1n1p30
Removing Spots from Pants: (Veni) V3n2p51, (Ganter) V3n2p51
Sharps Cave Map (Anonymous) V1n1p48
"Short History of Cave Surveying" (Torode) V4nlp18
"Survey Team" (R. Morris) V3n3p68
Tates Compass (Wisconsin Mapping Bulletin) V1n4p65

LETTERS TO (and From) THE EDITOR:
Association of American Geographers Karst Symposium (Ganter) Vln2p16
Beginner Cave Surveyor: (Veve) V3n2p50, (Ganter) V3n2p50
Cave Lists (deSaussure) V2n3p61
Dues (Ganter) V1n4p56
Editor Thanks: (Ganter) V2n4p83, (Ganter) V3n4p90
Editor's Comments: (Kaye) Y6n2p3l, (IGye) Y6n4p29
General Topics (Ganter) V3n3p57
"How NOT To Mark Survey Stations (Ganter) Y4n2p29
Length of the Cave: (Hamm) V3n2p51, (Ganter) V3n2p52
N.S.S. Cartographic Salon: (Ganter) V2n3p58, (Bozeman) Y6n2p27, (Dasher) V72r28, (Dasher) V6n2p30,

(Dasher) Y7nlp23
Plea for Contributions: (Ganter) Vln1p2, (Soukup and Swicegood) V1n1p2, (Ganter) V1n3p34
Rebuttal to Medville (Why Survey?): (Davis) V2n3p55, (Storage) Y2n3p57, (Saunders) V2n3p58
Removing Spots from Pants: (Veni) V3n2p51, (Ganter) V3n2p51
Sketching (Brod) Y6n2p26, (Brooks) Y6n2p28, (Dasher) V6n2p30, (Dasher) V6n2p30
"Some Comments From Across the Pond" (Ellis) Y5n4p67
Warburton Article Comments (Thrun) V8n3p20
"Will We Map as We Survey? (Ganter) V5n4p65

MAPS:
Abyss of Provatina (Wefer) V6n3cover
Bexar Counry DCave Discovery Map (Anonymous) V6n4p20
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Butler Cave - Sinking Creek System (Wefer) V7n3p9
Cave City (Bosted) V2nlfold-out
Cave of the Mad Machete (Veni) YZn2cover
Cave of the Winding Stair (Richards) V2n4fold-out
Chick Cave (Ganter) V3n3cover
Cibolo Island Cave (Walters) V4n2cover
Corinth Church Cave (Ganter) V2n4cover
Cross Sink (Brooks) Y2n3p73
Dickenson Cave: (Ganter) V2n3cover, (Ganter) V5n2cover
Dry Creek Indian Cave (Wetterling and Ganter) V6n4cover
Elm Springs Cave (Veni) V3n2cover
Flemings Caves (Smeltzer) Y6n2pI4
Fossil Point Caves (Vesely) Y5n2pa3
Hell Below Cave (Whitis) Vln4fold-out
Hellhole (Ganter) Vln4cover
Highland Creek Cave (Nepstad) V6n2cover
John Long's Cave (Smeltzer) Vln4fold-out
Karst Features Maps (Hubbard) Y6n4p2I
Kamikaze Cricket Cave (Veni) Y2n3p54
Kolkblaser-Monsterhohle-System (Speleologische Arbeifs Gruppe Aachen) V5n3cover
Luray Caverns: (Lee) V5nlp6, (Collins) V5n1p7, (Hack and Durloo) V5n1p8
Longest Caves of California (Richards) V4n3&4cover
Manhole Cave (Ganter) V1n3p3
Map Catalog (Anonymous) V4n2p40
Map Reviews: Mammoth Cave (Ganter) Y2n2p3I, Karst Features, Valley and Ridge, Virgins (Ganter)

Y2n2p3l, Sandusky Hollow (Ganter) V2n3p59, Cagle Chasm Complex (Ganter) V2n3p59
Mexican Maps: (Raisz) V1n4p5g, (Sprouse) V4n3&4p56
Organ Cave (Stevens) V6nlcover
Otates Mine Area (N. Morris) V5n4cover
Pappy's Point Sea Caves (Vesely) V5nlcover
Patton Cave (Dasher) VTnlcover
Pozo de Gavilan (Knox) V6n2pl2
Sea Caves of Sunset Cliffs (Vesely) Y2n3p49
Sectional Charts (Reid) Yan2p39
Sharps Cave (Anonymous) Vln3p48
Skull Cave (Veni) V3nlcover
Smokehole Caverns: (Davies) Y6n2p9, (Balfour) V6n2p10
Springs Mountain Sink (Ganter) Vln3cover
Topo Overlay of the Arbogast-Cave Hollow Cave System (Ganter) Vln2cover
Topo Overlay of Sistema de Cavernas del Rio Camuy (Veve) V4nlcover
Wind Cave: (Nepstad) Y6n2p7, Silent Expressway Area (Nepstad) V6n2p8

MAP SYMBOLS:
AMCS (Sprouse) V1n1p9
Bad Practices (Storage) V1n4p57
Conventional Cave Map Symbols: (Ganter) Y3n4p76, (Ganter) Y3n4p77
NSS: (Dasher) V1n3p48
Passage Terminations: (Futrell) Y3n2p49, Groo (V3n3p59
Real and Abstract Cave Map Symbols (Ganter) V3n4p75
Sea Caves (Vesely) V2n3p50
Standing Water (Ganter) Y3n2p44
U.S.G.S. Topo Map Symbols (Anonymous) V2n4p86
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MISCELLANEOUS:
Accuracy of a Cave Survey (Warburton) V8n3p3
"Army Map-Folding Method Preserves Topos" (Reid) V4n3&4p55
Brazil: (Jose, Pedrosa, Destro) V4n1p3, Espeleo-Tema V4nLp4, Espeleo-Tema V4nlp5
Cartographic Workshop: (Vesely) V4n1p8, (Greenway) Y4nlpI2
Cave Locations on Topo Maps: (Thompson) Vln3p35, (McTigue) V3n3p63, (Swinnerton) V3n3p63
Cavern Areas of the U.S. (Davies and Morgan) V3n3p68
Cave Surveyors Wanted Qliffe) V2n1p10
Depth (Ganter) Y2n2p42
"Drawings for Show Cave Development" Gurnee) V5nlp10
Electronics Section (Giddens) V2n4p85
Error Sources (Crowl) Y2nlpl4
"Explorations Aided by Topography" (Walter) V4nlp4
Ferrous Materials: (Ganter) Vlnlp3, (Ganter) V1n1p30, (Swicegood) V1n2p30
Geodetic Control (Ganter) V1n3p38
"GeoScience Resources" (Anonymous) V5n1p20
Large Rooms of the World: (Ganter) Y3n2p43, (Ganter) Y3n2p43
"Moments in Surveying.. . " (Anonymous) V1n1p13
"Nietz Holtz" (Ganter) V3nlp21
"9th International Congress of Speleology": (Thrun) V4n1p15, (Breisch) V4n2p30, (Anonymous) V4n2p30
"NSS Committee on Long and Deep Caves" (Gulden) V5n1p8
Number of Caves by State (Vineyard) V2n4p80
"Pits 'n Domes Puzzle" (Kilby) V6n3p21
"Preserving Spelean Literature" (Soule) Y3nlp22
"Regional Surveys and Where to Find More Caves" (Veni) V6n4p18 "Preserving Maps" (Ganter) V3n1p23

Questionnaire (Anonymous) V1n4p66
Sensitive Information (Ganter) Y7 nlp20
Slide Preparation and Presentation of Cave Maps (Richards) V3n2p36 Speleo-Press Offters Typesetting

(Anonymous) V4n3&4p56
"Survey Grades" (Thrun) V6nlp10
"3-D Cave Models" (Bosted) V3n4p7l
"Tektronics 3-D Workshop" (Ganter) V5n1p20
Tilt Effect on Compass Error (Brod) V2nlp11
Topo Digitizing Equipment to Get Coordinates (Thrun) V8n4p13
"Total Vertical Traverse" (Mixon) Y6n2p24
"Towards a Communicative Cave Report (Ganter) Y3n4p73
"UIS Commission on Karst Survey and Mapping" (Anonymous) V4n3&4p56 "U.S.G.S. Consolidates

Facilities" (Anonymous) V4n1p15
"When is a Cave a Cave?" (Lucas) V3n2p39
Why Survey?: (Medville) V1n4p52, (Palmer) V3n2p53

N.S.S. CARTOGRAPHIC SALON:
Organization and Judging Criteria (SACS Cartographic Salon Committee) Y7n3p23
Past Medal Winners (Dasher) V7n4p33
1984: (Kastning) Y2n2p43, (Ganter) V2n3p58
1985: (Kastning) Y2n3p62, (Anonymous) V3nlp20, (Vesely) Y3n2p33, (Ganter) Y3n2p52, (Medville)

V3n3p64
1986: (Kastning) V3n4p90, (Ganter) V4n1p16, (Kastning) V4nlp17
1987: (Ganter) V5n1p19
1988: (Dasher) V6n1p3, (Bozeman) Y6n2p27, (Dasher) Y6n2p28, V6n2p30, (Dasher) Y6n4p23, (Jagnow)

Y 6n4p24, (Dasher) Y7 nlp22
1989: (Nelson) V6n3p20, (Veni) V7n1p15, (Anonymous) V7nlp19
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1990: (Dasher) Y7n3p20, (Dasher) Y8n2p32
Standardized Judging Criteria: (Breisch) Y6n2p12, (Ganter) Y6n2pI6
Summary, 1978 to 1985 (Kastning) V3n4p89

PEOPLE (AUTHORS)
Carlene Allred: V6n3p14
Kevin Allred: V6n3p14
Barbara am Ende: Y6n2p25
Anonymous: Vln1p12, V1n1p13, V1n3p49, V1n4p66, Y2n3p62, V2n4p86, V3n1p20, V3n1p25, Y3n2p49,

V3n3p66, V3n4p90, V3n4p90, V4n1p15, Y4n2p30, Y4n2p36, Y4n2p40, V4n3&4p56, Y4n3&4p56,
V5nlp20, V5n2p48, V5n2p48, V6n1p20, Y6n2p32, Y6n3p22, Y6n4p20, V6n4p30, V7n1p19,
Y7n3p32, Y7n4p34

Bill Balfour: V6n2p10
Rick Banning: Y2n3p73
Roger Bartholomew: V6n2p16, Y6n2p21, V7n4p30, V8n3p21, V8n4p6
Ellen Bartsch: V3nlp3
Jim Borden: Y2n2p27
Peter Bosted: V2nlfold-out, V3n4p71
Sue Bozeman: Y6n2p27
Lang Brod: V2n1p1l, Y2nlp20, Y6n2p26, Y7n2pI3
John Brooks: Y2n3p73, Y6n2p28, Y'ln2cover, V8n2cover
Rich Breisch: V4n2p30, Y4n2p35, Y6n3pI2, Y7nlpZl, Y7n3p28, Y7n4p24
Bob Buecher: V4nlp13
Calude Chabert: V6nlp8
Ray Cole: V5nlpl0
Jerome Collins: V5nlp7
Dan Crowl: YZnIpI4, Y4n2p40
George Dasher: V1n3p41, Vln3p48, V3n1p15, Y4nlp24, V6n1p3, V6n1p5, V6n1p17, Y6n2p28, V6n230,

V6n2p30, Y6n4p23, VTnlcover, Y7nlp22,'Y7nIp23, Y7n3p20, Y7n4p33, VBn1p32, V8nlp35,
V8n4p13

W. E. Davies: V3n3p68, Y6n2p9
Donald Davis: V2n3p55, Y3n3p62
Raymond deSaussure: V2n3p61
Devil's Advocate: Y2n2p30
Nivaldo Destro: V4n1p3
Joe Domnanovich: V3n1p19
Doug Dotson: Y4n2p29
Bill Douty: V2n2p26
Bryan Ellis: V5n4p67
EOS: V5n1p11
Esoekei-Tema: V4n1p4, V4n1p5
Joanna Florio-Jefferys: V8n3cover
John Fogarty: V8n2p3
Mike Futrell: Y2n4p76, Y3n2p49,
John Ganter: Vlnl, pages 2, 3,

Vln3. cover. and

Vln4, cover,
YZnIp4,
VZnz, cover,
Y2n3, cover,
Y2n4, cover,
V3n1, pages

and

V3n4p89
3, 3, and 10, Vln2, cover, and pages 16,25,27,28, and 30,

pages 34, 34, and 38,
pages 56 and 59,

and pages 25,31,34, and 42,
and pages 51, 58, 59,63,66, and7I,
and pages 81, 83, 84, and 85,
lI, 12,2I ,23, and24,
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V3n2, pages 43, 43f 44,50, 51r 52, 52,53, and 54,
V3n3, cover, and pages 57 and 60,
V3n4, pages 73, 75,76,87, and 90,
V4n1, pages 11, 13, 13, 13, 16, and22,
Y4n2, pages 29,38, and 38,

Y4n3&4p5g,
V5n1, pages 19 and20,
V5rL2, cover, and pages 44,
V5n3, pages 55 and 62,
V5n4, pages 65 and 114,
Y6n2p9,
V6n3p16,
V6n4, cover, and pages 3 and 28,
Y7nIp20,
Y7n4p29

Joe Giddens: V2n4p85
Tim Glover: V4n1p19
Lorna Greenway: Y4nlpl2
Tyler Groo: V2n4p85
Russell Gurnee: V5n1p5, V5nlp10
Hack and Durloo: V5ntp8
Walt Hamm: V3n2p51
Timothy Heaton: Y2n3p52
Miles Hecker: V4n1p13
Linda Heslop: VTn3cover, VTn4cover, V8nlcover, V8n4cover
Paul Hill: V1n4p65, Y2nlp7, Y2nlp20, Y2n3p62, V2n4p83, Y3n2p29
Jim Hixson: V3n2p53
Horton Hobbs: V5nlplI
Bob Hoke: Y7n2p2l, V8n4p23
Dave Hubbard: V6n4p21
Frank Hutchison: V3n1p18
Becky Jagnow: Y6n4p24
Tom Iliffe: V2n1p10
Bruce Jelen: Y2n4p84
Claudio Jose: V4nlp3
Ernst Kastning: Y2n2p43, V2n3p58, Y2n3p62, V3n4p89, V3n4p90, Y4nlpl7
Tom Kaye: V6nlp18, Y6n2p3l, Y6n4p29, Y7n4p33, V8n4p3
Ray Keeler: Vlnlcover, V2nlcover
Tim Kilby: Y6n3p2l, Y8n2pl2, V8n2p13
Orion Knox: Y6rApQ
Alexander Lee: V5n1p6
Phil Lucas: Y3n2p39
Richard Market: V4n1p14, Y 4n3&4p54
Greg McGill: V3nlp19
David McKenzie: Y4n3&4p43
Ian McKenzie: V5nlp17, V7n3p30
Frank McNutt: V8n2p31
Larry McTigue: V3n3p63
Doug Medville: V1n4p52, V3n3p64, V5nlp16
Bill Mixon: Y2n2p24, V5nlp3, Y6n2p24
I. M. Morgan: V3n3p68
Neal Morris: V5n4cover
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Rod Morris: V3n3p68
Brad Neff: V5n3p60
Bill Nelson: V6n3p20
Jim Nepstad: V5nlp12, V5n4p114, Y6n2cover, V6n2p3, Y6n2p7 , V6n2p8
Gary O'Dell: V3nlp26
Keith Ortiz: V2n1p8,
Art Palmer: V3rAp52
Mel Park: YBnIpZZ
Mendes Pedrosa: V4n1p3
Steve Peerman: Y4n2p32
Art Pettit: YIn2p23
Erwin Raisz: V1n4p56
Frank Reid: V4n2p39, V4n3&4p55, V5n1p14
Bob Richards: V2n4fold-out, V3n2p36, V4n3&4cover
Richmond Area Speleological Society: V2n4p81
SACS Cartographic Salon Committee: Y7n3p23
Bob Salika: V5n4p114
Joe Saunders: V2n3p58
Gary Schaecher: V4n1p20
Mike Sims: Y4n2p78
Bernie Smeltzer: Vln4fold-out, Y6n2pI4
Cady Soukup: Vlnlp2, V1n1p3, Vln2p30
Gary Soule: Y3nlp22
Speleologische Arbeifs Gruppe Aachen: V5n3cover
Peter Sprouse: Vlnlp9, Y4n3&4p56
Bill Steele: V1n1p8
John Stembel: V4n2p38
Paul Stevens: V6nlcover
Bill Storage: V1n3p36, Vln4p57, Y2n3p57
Roberta Swicegood: V1n1p2, Vln1p6, YZnlp29, V1n2p30, V4nlp6
J.R. Swinnerton: V3n3p63
Morris Thompson: Vln3p35
Bob Thrun: V4n1p15, Y4n2p29, V6nlp10, Y6n2p25, Y6n4p23, Y6n4p26, V8n3p20, V8n4p13
Bill Torode: V1n4p61, V2n1p3, V3n4p86, V4n1p18
Jerry Vineyard: V2n4p80
Thalia Veve: V3n2p50, V3n4cover, V4nlcover
George Veni: V1n1p4, V1n2p31, Y2n2cover, V2n3p53, Y2n3p54, V3nlcover, V3n2cover,

V6n4p18, V7nlp15, V8nlp31
Carol Vesely: Y2n3p46, Y2n3p49, V2n3p50, Y3nIp2g, V3n2p33, V4nlp8, Y4n2p30, V5nlcover,

V5n3p51, Y7 n3p20, V7n3p31
Beth Webb: V8nlp31
Fred Wefer: Y5n2p23, V5n4p69, Y5n4p94, V6n3cover, V6n3p3, V7nlp3, Y7n2p3, V7n3p3,

Y7n4p3, V8nlp3
Dave West: V5n1p16
J. Wetterling: V6n4cover
Keith Wheeland: V1n2pl7, Y3n2p40, Y3n2p42, Y3n3p62
Duwain Whitis: Vln4fold-out
P. Waldhausl: V2n2p38
Randy Walters: V4n2cover
Denis Warburton: V8n2p3
Wolfgang Valle Walter: V4nlp4
Toni Williams: V2n3p70

V3n3p51,

Y5r0p43,

Y7n3p9,
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Wisconsin Mapping Bulletin: V1n4p65

SPELEO PUBLICATIONS:
Atfas des Grandes Cavites Mondialel (Breisch) Y4n2p35
Atfas of Great Caves of the World (Breisch) Y7n3p28
Caves of Bexar Countv (Texas Memorial Museum) V6n4p19
Introduction to Cave Mapping (Anonymous) V3n2pa8
Introduction to Cave Surveying (Hoke) Y7n2p2I
N.S.S. Bulletin Cumulative Index (Anonymous) V5n2p48
Systematic Guide to Making Your First Cave Map: (Ganter) V2n4p81, (Anonymous) V3n2p48
Underground Atlas: A Gazetteer of the World's Cave Regions (Anonymous) V5n2p48

SURVEY BOOKS:
Clipboards: (Petetit) Yln2p25, (Ganter) Yln2p28, (Kaye) V8n4p3
Contriners (Vesely) V7n3p31
Duksbak: (Veni) V1n2p31
Hixson's Customized Books (Hixson) V3n2p53
Lost Survey Books (Ganter) Y3nlp24
Plastic Binders (Petetit) Yln2p25
Plastic Tearproof Paper (Kilby) V8n2p13

SURVEYING AND CARTOGRAPHY SECTION (SACS):
Address Change (Ganter) Y4n2p38
By-Laws (Anonymous) V3nlp25
C&T Logo: (Anonymous) V6nlp20, (Anonymous) V6n2p32, (Anonymous) V6n3p22, (Anonymous) V6n4p30,

(Anonymous) V7n3p32
Dues Plea: (Ganter) V1n4p56, (Anonymous) V3n4p90
Growth (Ganter) V2n3p51
Index for Compass & Tape Volumes 1-8 (Dasher) V8nap13
Meeting Minutes: 1985 (Dasher) V3n1p15, 1986 (Dasher) Y4nlp24,
(West) V5n1p13, (Dasher) V6n1p17, (Dasher) Y7nIp23, (Dasher) V8n1p35
Membership Form (Anonymous) YIn4p67
Membership List: (Anonymous) Vlnlp12, (Anonymous) V3n3p66
"New Editor" (Kaye) V6n1pl8
New Editor Sought: (Ganter) V4n3&4p56, (Ganter) V5n4p114
1984 Convention: (Hill) Vln4p65, (Hill) V2n1p7, (Hill) Y2n1p2l
1985 Convention: (Hill) V2n3p61, (Hill) V2n4p83, (Ganter) V3n1p12
1989 Convention: (Anonymous) V3n4p90, (Ganter) V4n1p13
1987 Convention: (Crowl) V4np2p40, (Crowl) V5n1p10
1990 Convention: (Vesely) V7n3p20
"Submitting Material to C&T (Ganter) V4nlp11
Treasurer Needed (Ganter) V2n4p85
Treasurer's Report: (Ganter) V3nlp1 I

SURVEYING (or Speci alized, Non-Computerized) TECHNIQUES :

Backsights (Swicegood) V4nlp6
Balloons: (Soukup) V1nlp3, (Ganter) V1nlp3, (Hutchison) V3nlp18
Blue Light for Sighting (McNutt) V8n1p31
"Cave Mapping in Brazil" (Jose, Pedrosa, and Destro) V4n1p3
Closing Multiple Loops (D. McKenzie) Y4n3&4p43
"Controlling Survey Accuracy" (Cole) V5n1p10
Do's and Don'ts (Douty) Y2flp26
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Evolution of (Storage) V1n3p36
Flashlights to Mark Stations (am Ende) V6n2p25
General: (Dasher) YIn3p42, (Bartsch) V3nlp3, (Hill) V3n2p29, (Kaye) Y7n4p33
Laser Profiles: (Waldhausl) V2n2p38, (Buecher) V4n1p13
Measuring Ceiling Heights with Trigonometry (Ganter) Vlnlpl1
"Plumbing of Provatina" (Wefer) Y6n2p3
Profiles (Ganter) V2n3p63
Sea Caves (Vesely) Y2n3p46
Sketching: (Ortiz) V2n1p8, (Dasher) V6nlp5, (Brod) Y6n2p26, (Brooks) Y6n2p28, (Dasher) V6n2p30,

(Dasher) Y6n2p20
Solo Surveying (K. & C. Allred) V6n2pla
Survey Blunders: (\Mefer) Y5n2p23, (Wefer) V5n4p69, (Wefer) Y5n4p94, (Thrun) Y6n4p26
Surveying German-Style (Vesely) V5n3p51
Surveying Pis (Steele) Vlnlp8
Tiny Caves (Veni) V2n3p53

SURVEYS:
Alabama (McGill and Domnanovich) V3n1p19
Bighorn Project (Stembel) V4n2p38
Cave Lists (deSsaussure) V2n3p61
Central Kentucky Karst Coalition (Borden) Y2n2p27
Large Mapping Project (Sims) Y2n4p78
Pennsylvania: ftVheeland) Vln2p17, (Wheeland) V3n2p40,
Ohio: (Hobbs) V5nlpl1
"Regional Surveys and Where to Find More Caves" (Veni) V6n4p18
Sensitive Information (Ganter) V7nlp20

TAPES (Or Measuring Distances):
Daiwa Digital Fishing Reel (Torode) V3n4p86
Hip-Chain (Torode) V3n4p86
Keson Open-Reel (Pettit) Vln2p23
Kwik (Torode) V2n1p3
Topofils: (Vesely) V5n3p51, (Ganter) V5n3p55, (Chabert) V6n1p8
Ultrasonic Rangefinder (Mixon) Y2n2p24

TRIPODS:
Ferrous (Ganter) Vlnlp3
Ultrapod (Williams) V2n3p70
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CUMULATIVE INDEX
FOR THE COMPUTER APPLICATIONS SECTION NEWSLETTER

Bob Hoke
The Computer Applications Section of the NSS published a total of 15 newsletters between 1980 and
1985. The following is a bibliography of material in the 15 issues of the CAS Newsletter, sorted by
general subject. Each article only appears under a single subject. In front of each entry is the volume
in which it appeared (v01-v15). The CAS Newsletter is out of print, but copies of individual articles
are available for the cost of copying and postage from Bob Hoke (6304 Kaybro St., Laurel MD 20707).

Publication dates for the CAS Newsletters were:
v01 December 1980 v06 March 1982 vll June 1983
v02 March 1981 v07 June 1982 v12 September 1983
v03 June 1981 v08 September 1982 v13 December 1983
v04 September 1981 v09 December 1982 v14 February 1985
v05 December 1981 v10 March 1983 v15 Julv 1985

SOFTWARE & PROGRAMMING:
v02 Thrun, Bob "Connectivity of Cave Surveys" (l-pg article)
v05 Hoke, Bob "Drawing Lines on a Dot Marrix Printer" (3-pg article)
v06 Hoke, Bob "Line Drawing Revisited" (2-pg article)
v07 Halleck, John "An improved dot matrix line drawing algorithm (1-pg article)
v07 Hill, Paul "The Convex Boundary Problem" (7-pg article)
v08 Hoke, Bob "A 'Real Cave' Adventure Game" (3-pg article)
v09 Smith, Neil "Simultaneous Multiple Loop Closure ... Program" (13-pg article)
v10 Dotson, Doug "An Algorithm for Drawing Lines on a Dot Matrix Printer (4-pg article)
vl1 Halleck, John "Reply to Asst. Prof. Dotson" (l-pg letter)
vll Hosley, Robert Several BASIC routiri'es to process survey data (7-page'article)
v12 Halleck, John Using shading to show cave passages (4-page article)
v13 Halleck, John "Shading Notes" (refering to his v12 article) (1.5-pg article)
v13 Hoke, Bob "A review of Doug Dotson's SMAPS Survey Processing Program" (5-pg

article)
v14 Heaton, Timothy "Cave Mapping with the Hewlett-Packard 15C Calculator" (2-pg article)
v14 Hoke, Bob "Current status of Doug Dotson's SMAPS Mapping Program" (.3-pg

article)
v14 Judge, Brian "Things to do on the Way to the Cave" (l-pg article)
v15 editor "Map Coordinate Conversion Programs" (.5-pg article)
v15 Judge, Brian Comments on use of "pigdin-BASIC" (sic) (l-pg letter)
v15 Nieuwenhuis, Luurt "Survey Transform" (BASIC program) (3.5-pg article)

HARDWARE:
v02 Passmore, Greg "Complex Data Acquisition in Speleology by Video Digitization" (5-pg

article)
v03 Holmes, Marshall "The HP41 Calculators" (3-pg article)
v03 Passmore, Greg "Ultrasonic Ranging for Cave Surveying" (2-pg article)
v05 Lindsley, Peter "Buying a Personal Computer" (3-pg article)
v08 editor "A Computer for the NSS Office?" (l-pg article)
v14 editor "Doug Dotson Designs an In-cave Data Acquisition System" (.5-page

article)
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CAVE FILES:
v05 editor Note on using computers to maintain cave files
v06 editor Missouri Graphical Cave Location Display (Summary)
v14 editor "A new Cave Files Program and Related Comments" (l-pg article)

SURVEY DATA STANDARDS:
v02 Thrun, Bob "The Problem of Standardization" (z-pg article)
v08 Hecker, Miles "A proposed Standard for Cave Survey Data (4-pg article)
v09 Halleck, John "Yet Another Standards Article" (5-pg article)
v09 Thrun, Bob "Some Comments on the Proposed Survey Data Standard" (2-pg article)
v10 Hill, Paul "A Standard for Cave Data Portability" (10-pg article)
vll Halleck, John "Where is Our Standard?" (.5-pg article)
v14 Allured, Dave "Defining Goals for Cave Survey Data Standards" (1.5-pg article)

SURVEYING ERRORS:
v01 Kaye, Tom "Survey Instrument Error" (2-pg article)
v03 Kaye, Tom "Loop Closure Analysis" (4-pg article)
v11 Halleck, John "Error Reduction of Azimuth Surveys Assuming the Presence of

Magnetic Anomolies" (l-pg article)
vll Thrun, Bob "Survey errors with Suuntos in a High Relief Area" (1-pg article)
v12 Hoke, Bob "Some factors Affecting Cave Survey Accuracy (7-pg article)
v14 Hoke, Bob "More on Survey Instrument Accuracy" (l-page article)

PROGRAM ABSTRACTS:
v01 Hoke, Bob PLOT (line printer plot program) (abstract)
v01 Major, Don CMAPI3/IBM (IBM.version of R. Thrun's CMAP) (abstract)

v01 McKenzie, David ELLIPSE survey processing program (abstract)
v01 Passmore, Greg HIDDEN LINE program (abstract)
v01 Thrun, Bob CMAPl3 survey processing program (abstract)
v02 Dailey, Clark HP25 Cave Data Reduction Program (abstract)
v02 Kempe, Stephen Program for Hydrochemical problems in Karstic Water (abstract)

v04 Hoke, Bob CMAP13 (Thrun's program) for Univac 1100 computers (abstract)
v04 Holmes, Marshall 41CAVES & 4lCLOS survey processing programs for HP-41 (abstract)

v04 Holmes, Marshall REDUCE & DVSPLT survey processing programs for HP-80 (abstract)

v04 Passmore, Greg Review of 'A Collection of Standard Cave Surveying Programs' (1-pg
revrew)

v05 Dasher, George NEWASK survey processing program in FORTRAN (abstract)
v05 Hoke, Bob Dot Matrix Piotting Subroutines in FORTRAN (abstract)
v06 Barnes, John Survey reduction program for TI-55 (abstract)
v09 Peerman, Steve Cave Mapping Program in UCSD Pascal (abstract)
vll Fetvedt, John MSS Survey Processor program in IBM Pascal (abstract)

NSS CONVENTION INFORMATION:
v03 editor Report on the 1981 International Congress on Speleology (summary)
v07 editor Short discussion of computer papers at 1982 NSS Convention
vl1 Hoke, Bob Summary of computer-related papers at the 1983 NSS Convention
v15 editor Report on the 1985 NSS Convention (3-pg article)
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CAS MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION:
v01 editor Summary of computers & languages used by CAS members (note)
v01 editor Summary of member's primary areas of interest (note)
v06 editor Results of CAS Membership Survey (2-pg article)
v14 editor Results of the 1984 membership questionnaire (l-pg article)
v15 editor "What CAS Members are Doing" (1.5-pg article)

MISCELLANEOUS:
v03 Thrun, Bob "Bibliography of Computers in Speleology" (3-pg article
v07 Mixon, Bill "Designing the Longest Cave" (3-pg article)
v10 Dreybrodt, Wolfgang "Computer Simulation of the Growth of Stalagmites" (5-pg article)
v12 editor "Cavers Use National Unix Network" (.3-pg article)
v13 editor "Word Processing Help Needed (by the NSS)" (.z-pg article)
v14 editor "Cave Oriented Bulletin Boards" (.3-pg article)
v15 editor "A Rescue Data Base for the [NSS] Office Computer" (.5-pg article)
v15 editor Review of "An Introduction to Cave Mapping" by the MSS (.3-pg

revrew)
v15 Moore, Roger Statistical Analysis of Cave Rank/Size Relationships" (6-page article)
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